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IN MEMORIAM MARGIE

Margaret Bentley Sevcenko, Managing Editor of
Muqarnas and its Supplements ever since their foun-
dation by Oleg Grabar, passed away at the age of 71
on February 9, 2002 to the inconsolable grief of her
family, numerous friends, and devotees. She had been
hospitalized with a severe lung infection, and al-
though she managed after fifteen days to get off the
respirator, her body was so weakened that she ulti-
mately could not recover. This was a terrible blow to
her associates in the Aga Khan Program at Harvard
and MIT which she had joined in 1979, guiding the
first steps of its conceptualization and setting its suc-
cessful course for the next twenty-three years. Mar-
garet (Margie to most of us) had been a constant
source of wisdom and advice to all, whether faculty,
staff, or graduate student: an irreplaceable friend and
an outstanding editor with a magical touch, celebra-
ted for her infamous red pencil. Her unsurpassed
editorial skills went much beyond stylistic interven-
tions; they sharply penetrated the gist of arguments
and always improved content. As one of her admirers
at the Harvard University Press commented long ago,
some editors are good in deconstructing and others
in synthesizing; she could do both.

Margie had nearly completed editing this volume
of Aluqarnas at the time she, sadly, left us behind. I
therefore think it is particularly fitting to dedicate it
to her memory. I would like to thank David J. Rox-
burgh for collaborating with me in the final editori-
al touches of the incomplete volume which we pieced
together with remarkable speed, thanks to his famil-
iarity with the habits of Margie, who had taught him
some tricks of the trade. We both felt she was watching
us with a grin as we struggled to follow in her footsteps,
and hope she will not be disappointed with the short-
comings of this memorial volume.

Margaret SevEenko graduated with the highest
honors from the University of California at Berkeley
(1950); she received an M.A. in Medieval History from
The Johns Hopkins University (1953). She then be-
came the Research Assistant of Professor Ernst H.
Kantorowicz at the Institute for Advanced Study in

Princeton (1955-56), and Secretary to the first Chair-
man of the NEH, Barnaby Keeney (1967-68). Posi-
tions held during her first decade in Cambridge
included Secretary of the Fine Arts Department at
Harvard University (1968-74) and Manuscript Edi-
tor of the journal Daedalus, published by the Ameri-
can Academy of Arts and Sciences (1974-77). In the
words of Oleg Grabar, Aga Khan Professor Emeritus,
she was then asked in 1979 to help design the sco-
pe of the newly established Aga Khan Program at
Harvard and MIT:

"When she became the first Executive Administrator
of the Program, she was freelancing as an editor. Her
sense of order and mission, her creative criticism, her
sharp wisdom, her profound commitment to fairness
and justice, her energetic enthusiasm colored occa-
sionally by an earthy distrust of many people and all
institutions, her endless fascination with the constantly
renewed procession of students from all over the
world, these were all tools necessary to forge the many
facets of the Program, from teaching to visiting schol-
arships, publications of all sorts, as well as the trans-
formation of two great collections of books and visual
documents into astounding facilities for research.
During the almost weekly meetings she had with
William Porter (Dean of the School of Architecture
at MIT) and myself, her level-headed common sen-
se managed to restrain some wild ideas and usually
tempered volatile judgments. The very existence of
the Program owes much to her wisdom, her deep
knowledge of academic communities, and her under-
standing of people, especially those who came from
a deprived background and tragic personal or eth-
nic histories.

As the Program grew, Margie felt that its size and
management requirements were no longer suited to
her competencies and interests. She was horrified at
the sight of budgets and, even more so, by the ne-
cessity of preparing them. She requested, therefore,
to limit her responsibilities to what she liked best:
publications. She loved good writing and despised
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IN MEMORIAM MARGIE

verbiage or administrative or other jargons and she
dedicated herself to transforming the publications
of the Program-newsletters, monographs, and espe-
cially Muqarnas and the supplementary volumes at-
tached to it-into attractive and intelligent products.
We all love good publications; Margie loved to make
them with the works of many men and women, few
of whom had English as their native tongue. Nine-
teen volumes of Muqarnas and ten supplementary
volumes stand as a testimony to her accomplishments.
She enjoyed her work with authors often unknown
to her and with the editors of Yale University Press
and E. J. Brill. Her editorial talents were used in a
good cause: the expression and propagation of schol-
arly knowledge about a culture which was not hers
and the development of young men and women into
accomplished and creative practitioners.

But her work did not stop with these official pub-
lications. She became the editorial helper of dozens
of students for their Ph.D. theses and of professors
in their professional writing. She knew how to say
whatever an author wanted to say better than he or
she could do. She knew how to point out faults in
clarity and relevance with a smile, with elegance and
grace, and with ironic kindness. She had strong and
often critical opinions with inflated verbs and num-
bers. But, in reality, she was a person of immense
generosity, often puzzled by the vanity and vacuity of
most statements and by the sadness of so many con-
temporary events, yet always ready to endorse what is
good and to make it sound better."

As Aga Khan Professor at Harvard, I inherited the
editorship of Muqarnas and its Supplements after the
retirement of Oleg Grabar, an occasion marked by the
tenth volume of Muqarnas, comprising articles pre-
sented by his students, including myself. Working to-
gether with Margie was always a pleasure and a learn-
ing experience. From the time she edited my very
first article as a graduate student (which appeared
in the third volume of Muqarnas) to the present, she
has had such a profound influence on the way I write
and judge the writings of others that my debt to her
is beyond measure. When I make editorial comments
on submitted articles, student papers, and theses,

I feel and will continue to feel that Margie is watching
over my shoulder. She has left a deep imprint on the
writing habits of many other scholars and students
who have worked closely with her over the years; it is
they who will perpetuate her legacy in invisible ways.
As many new graduates of the Aga Khan Program and
other institutions made their debut into the world
of publishing with Muqarnas articles, Margie played
an important role in initiating them into the secrets
of effective prose and thereby contributed to raising
the quality of publications in the field. It was not easy
to measure up to her exacting standards as a seasoned
connoisseur of good and bad writing; only on very rare
occasions did she compliment an author for having
written a truly excellent piece. Once, the author of
an essay that met her approval asked her how much
he owed for her editorial help, to which she respon-
ded: "I do not charge for entertainment!" So much
did she enjoy her work that it was an inseparable part
of her life. She took great pleasure in assisting young
scholars, and being a much sought after editor of
scholarly texts, she also served as an editorial con-
sultant for the International Journal of Middle East Stu-
dies (1989-94). Throughout her life she enjoyed the
respect and love of faculty, colleagues, and students.

A less familiar legacy of Margie is the amazing ar-
chive she kept, through which the entire history of
the Aga Khan Program and that of its publications
can be reconstructed down to the smallest detail. She
kept not only all kinds of correspondence concerning
published materials, but also a secret archive of re-
jected submissions. As Margie and I were recently
trying to come up with a "concept" for the next vol-
ume marking the twentieth anniversary of Muqarnas,
the idea of anonymously publishing these rejected
essays did cross my mind: an idea that surely would
have given her a huge smile. We shall all miss her
infectious laughter, her great sense of humor, and
her loyal friendship, in addition to her incomparable
expertise as an editor to which the innumerable works
published under her supervision shall bear a lasting
testimony.

Cambridge, Mass.
February 2002

Gfilru Necipoglu
Editor
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